
Caution:

Keep clear of vehicle exhaust.
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RAINPROOF CARGO BAG 

INTRODUCTION 

Your Rainproof Cargo Storage Bag is designed 
to mount to an existing hitch mount cargo carrier. 
Six lashing straps hold the Cargo Storage Bag to 
the cargo carrier. 

INSTALLATION 

1. Spread out the Cargo Storage Bag onto your cargo 
carrier so that the bag opens to the rear. 

2. Unzip the Cargo Storage Bag completely and load 
bag, placing larger heavier objects in first. Continue 
to load. placing smaller. lighter items on the top, 
creating a compact load. 

3. Close zipper completely. Make certain the flap is 
pulled down to completely cover the entire zipper 
and sealed by the hook and loop closures. 

4. Attach the long end of the lashing straps to buckles 
on the top of the Cargo Storage Bag, as shown in 
Figure A. 

Sa. If there is an exposed bar on the carrier. attach the 
short ends of the lashing straps to the cargo 
carrier. as shown in Figure B. 

Sb. If  the straps cannot wrap around the carrier. you 
must use the included metal rings. Loop the short 
end of lashing strap through the steel oval ring and 
fasten the loose end through the buckle. Thread the 
steel loop through the hole in the carrier and turn 
90 degrees to lock the oval ring against the carrier 
(Figure C). 

6. Take up slack in straps. Alternate tightening of the 
straps until bag is securely attached. 

NOTES/CAUTION 

a. When traveling. periodically check straps to 
ensure load is securely held. 

b. Any excess webbing should be tucked away and 
tied off to prevent flapping while driving. 

c. After removing contents from the Cargo Storage 
Bag, remove unit from the cargo carrier and store 
for safekeeping. Do not drive w�h empty bag on the 
cargo carrier. 

d. Do not exceed the manufacturer's rated cargo tray 
capacity. 

http://www.carid.com/roof-cargo-bags.html
http://www.carid.com/rola/

